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Services

Acquisition & Retention
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Search Engine Optimization


Be easy to find when your leads search to learn and purchase
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Paid Ads


Reach new relevant customers at every stage of their buyer's journey
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Mobile Marketing


Get new users and win the best positions on app stores for your mobile applications
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Email Marketing


Improve customer retention with emails that are worth to open and read





Awareness
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SMM


Build brand loyalty by interacting with your audience across social media channels
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Paid Media


Reach vast audiences through banners and videos across multiple platforms





Strategy & Data
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Strategy


Build your marketing plan based on competitors, customers, and market insights
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Analytics


Get your most from multichannel reports to analyze everything you need for further growth





Branding & Design
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UX/UI


Solidify your product with an attractive user-friendly site or app design that converts
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Design & Creative


Make your product stand out with eye-catching visual communication your customers will love






Boost your effectiveness
We help businesses get the maximum out of each step of their marketing funnel, so they can increase revenue, improve brand visibility and loyalty, and grow their customer base.
Let's Get Started
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Industries
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Consumer electronics


Brands, stores, and suppliers of electronics, home appliances, and gadgets.
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Fintech & Banking


Online banking, financial services, payment integrations, fintech apps and platforms.
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Automotive


Car dealers, online stores of wheels and rims, auto and moto parts.
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Fashion & Apparel


Clothes, shoes, accessories. Stores, brands, and suppliers.
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Health Care & Beauty


Cosmetics stores, pharmacy, private clinics,beauty suppliers and manufactures.
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Travel


Booking sites, hotels, air, railway, and bus tickets, travel discussion platforms.
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Food & Beverage


Grocery estores, food and beverage brands, diet apps, food & cooking blogs.
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Baby & Child


Baby clothing, care, furniture, and food. Toys and entertainment. Maternity products.
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Real estate


Real estate companies, agents, and marketplaces. Booking websites and apps.
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Furniture & Home


Home furnishings, textiles, and accessories. Architectural bureaus. Construction and repair brands.
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Pet care


Pet food, care or clothes brands and stores. Pet clinics and services.
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Marketplaces


B2C, B2B, and P2P online marketplaces.




Get easy and
effective results
We help businesses get the maximum out of each step of their marketing funnel, so they can increase revenue, improve brand visibility and loyalty, and grow their customer base.
Get started
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Getting A Niche Business To The Top Of The Search Results With Help Of High-Frequency Queries


client
www.murdochtroon.co.uk



industry
Furniture & Home



services
Search Engine Optimization



tools
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Client
Murdoch Troon Kitchens are a British handmade bespoke kitchen furniture manufacturer based in Louth, LCN. This family run business has been creating kitchens from solid pine for generations.
Challenge 
• Drive organic traffic to the website; 
• Rank in the Top 10 of the regional SERP; 
• Increase the number of inquiries and transactions.
Initial Data
Marketing in this specific niche is peculiar. Promoting goods and services in a narrow segment of the market, it’s extremely important to define the target audience, their preference, and the audience's way of thinking when purchasing online.


Niche Analysis
Studying this market segment, we decided to discard general search requests like “kitchen”, “kitchen cabinets”, as these are not the target for us. Keywords of this type are either simply informational or attract users who are likely to be interested in ready-made furniture items from large manufacturers.
Working with the semantic core, it’s important to consider not only the search demand, but the client's business objectives.
Together with the Murdoch Troon team, we identified the direct competitors that are widely represented online and use the relevant search queries for promotion in the SERP.
An example of relevant search queries in this niche are "stand-alone kitchens uk", "loft kitchen", "cottage plans with loft and big kitchen", "loft kitchen design".
Competitor analysis and a technical audit of the Murdoch Troon website helped to define the flaws and points of growth.
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Solution 
Internal Optimization
An optimized web resource indeed increases the chances to get into the top of the search results. But what is also important is that it grants convenience for the users, meaning a high probability they will become loyal to your brand and return with inquiries and orders. In terms of the internal optimization process, we performed the following steps: 
	set the correct file configurations for the search bots; 
	excluded broken pages from the index and delete duplicates; 
	changed URL to CNC and set up redirects; 
	drew up a competent interlinking of pages; 
	connected Google Search Console; 
	implemented the markup of HTML elements to display them in the search results and form a visually nice snippet.
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Content Optimization
Working with content is important not only for promoting a website in organic search results. Relevant content will help increase brand awareness and, in the long run, reduce the CPC. 
	We built a semantic core based on the relevant keywords
	Working with the developers, we had included new landing pages
	for the actual frequency requests and optimized the content on the existing pages
	Optimized metadata and headings on all types of pages
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	We reworked the product cards: content + UX
	Optimized images, which allowed Murdoch Troon to rank for images in the search results. Search bots pay special attention to the presence of key queries in Alt
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SEO + Usability = Perfect Match
SEO optimization depends on UX: the former ensures high positions of the website in the search results, the latter takes care of the user's comfort on the website. When the UX is flawless, the user is able to find the information they need quickly, and as a result, is more likely to place an order.
Product card design: we implemented an online constructor supporting the developers which allows a user to select the size, color, furniture fittings and quickly place/edit an order in a pop-up window.
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Shopping Cart: we simplified the checkout/order form by reducing the number of fields that are mandatory to fill in and created convenient navigation, so that a user can view an order or return to the category page in one click.
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External optimization
At the first stages of cooperation, the company had a limited budget for the website promotion. Internal optimization was a priority. So we decided to make the most of Murdoch Troon's existing Google My Business account.
Why Google My Business? 
	Attracting new audiences to the website: the latest publications/photos/ updated information about the company is quickly indexed into the search engine and Google Maps
	Increasing the ranking in the local search results 
	Additional contact with the target audience which results in an increase of brand awareness
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Results 
Our case proves that SEO can significantly increase the visibility of a website in the index even in a very competitive niche within the UK. Leads coming from the search results helped the Murdoch Troon brand not only to grow sales of a new range of freestanding kitchens, but also boost the number of custom-made freestanding kitchen orders. As a result, in the spring of 2020, the available time of the manufacturer and installation was fully booked till the end of the year (January 2021).
Increased website visibility in Top 3 by 5 times
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Organic traffic growth by 192%
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As a small bespoke kitchen manufacturer without any great technological aptitude, we found Promodo a great company to deal with. Nothing was ever too much trouble and they went to great lengths to ensure we knew what was being done at all times. They delivered everything they promised and more and helped to significantly boost the traffic, sales and enquiries to our website in the targeted way we required. We wouldn't hesitate to recommend them to anyone. 

Karl Elaine, Murdoch Troon Kitchens







Case studies
We’re proud of our success stories


View all case studies


Check out how we help companies like yours overcome challenges and rise to the next level.
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+921.4%
Organic traffic growth




72.3%
Share of traffic generated by blog




12 months
Work period
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Transforming the Website Blog: +921.4% Organic Traffic and Lead Generation for the MacBook Parts Provider 
Consumer electronics
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Learn more
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204%
Non-branded traffic




173%
Organic traffic




1 year
Work period
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+173% of Organic Sessions Over a Year in Healthcare: Esculab Case Study 
Health Care & Beauty
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Grow your business
175
companies in the U.S. have 
increased sales with Promodo


Get a free strategy session
We will analyze your business and share our ideas on how to improve your marketing strategy.
Full nameEmail
Phone number

Valid number


Your company website
How can we help?Checkbox
Send MessageBy clicking on “Send message” button, you agree to our Privacy Policy and allow Promodo to use this data for our marketing purposes.

Thank you for reaching out, inquiry has been sent! We will get back to you shortly.
Got it

Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.




Contact us
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contact@promodo.com
+44 (0) 20 313 766 81
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Locations
Locations[image: ]
Lincoln, United Kingdom:The Terrace, Grantham 
Street, Lincoln, LN2 1BD+44 (0) 20 313 766 81+44 7852 537715

Las Vegas, United States:Suite 100, 6920 s. Cimarron 
rd., Las vegas, nv 89113, USA+1 347 809 34 86

Kyiv, Ukraine:Simi Prakhovykh Street, 50 
Kyiv, 01033+38 (044) 333-69-73
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Accept

Get a free strategy session
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Let us look at your business challenge from a different angle and share our ideas.
Full nameEmail
Phone numberValid number


Your company websiteHow can we help?Checkbox
Send messageBy clicking on “Send message” button, you agree to our Privacy Policy, and allow Promodo to use this information for marketing purposes.

Thank you for reaching out, inquiry has been sent! We will get back to you shortly.
Got it

Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.
















 




































